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Abstract

A technique to detect deviations in sets of systems in a self-organized way is described in this 

work. System features are extracted to allow compact representation of the system. Distances 

between systems are calculated by computing distances between the features. The distances are 

then stored in an affinity matrix. Deviating systems are detected by assuming a statistical model 

for the affinities. The key idea is to extract features and and identify deviating systems in a self-

organized way, using nonlinear techniques for the feature extraction. The results are compared 

with those achieved with linear techniques, (principal component analysis).

The features are computed with principal curves and an isometric feature mapping. In the case of 

principal curves the feature is the curve itself. In the case of isometric feature mapping is the 

feature  a  set  of  curves  in  the  embedding  space.  The  similarity  measure  between  two 

representations is either the Hausdorff distance, or the Frechet distance. The deviation detection 

is performed by computing the probability of each system to be observed given all the other 

systems. To perform reliable inference the Bootstrapping technique was used.

The technique is demonstrated on simulated and on-road vehicle cooling system data. The results 

show the applicability and comparison with linear techniques.
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1

Introduction

Modern  mechatronic  systems  allow  the  collection  of  huge  amounts  of  data  from  sensors, 

actuators, control units, etc. Data is logged by microprocessors, for example there are about 50 of 

them  in  a  modern  car  (http://auto.howstuffworks.com/car-computer.htm/).  Today’s 

mechatronical systems have up to several hundreds of sensors that control systems and store all 

available information about the system’s behavior. It is impossible for a human to process all this 

data  and  look  for  deviations  by  scatter  plots,  histograms  or  box-plots.  The  vast  number  of 

observations is one problem and the high number of variables is even much more challenging 

problem as  it  is  really  complicated  for  human  beings  to  think  in  a  multidimensional  space. 

Meanwhile, modern microchips have enough power to process data and generate reduced data 

sets, yet containing the essential information about the system. Therefore the missing link in the 

deviation detection chain is the appropriate algorithm to create reduced system representations 

and automatically from these detect "abnormal" behavior.

The algorithm should be able to find deviations in automatic mode with no prior knowledge of 

what is normal and what is not, as it is impossible to determine all deviation cases in advance. So 

all the algorithms described in this work are unsupervised learning algorithms. All of them detect 

systems that have the strongest deviation from the majority group.

Detecting deviations, or "abnormal" behavior, is useful for early malfunction detection (e.g. for 

maintenance). This will be helpful in system maintenance, and system’s life cycle prolongation. 

To fulfill these requirements the algorithm should satisfy two conditions:

• Automatically (in a self-organized way) find a compressed representation of the raw data 

that can be easily transferred (e.g. via a telematics gateway).
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• In  an  unsupervised  manner  detect  abnormally  behaving  systems  among  a  group  of 

systems

1.1    Problem formulation

The  aim  of this work  is  to  find  the  deviation  detection  algorithm,  which  uses  nonlinear 

techniques for system representation, and to show that it is possible to detect deviating systems 

in a ‘healthy’ group without prior knowledge of what the deviation is. The assumption is that the 

abnormal systems do not act as the majority of systems and the task is to detect this abnormality 

by  using  nonlinear  methods  for  feature  extraction  and perform deviation  detection  with  the 

extracted features.

The problem is divided into three subtasks: 

• System representation

In this step the raw system data is processed to obtain a compact representation that describes 

system behavior as well as possible. The reduced representation must be sufficient to allow a 

meaningful  comparison  of  two systems,  i.e.  the  reduced representation  must  contain  the 

important information.

• System comparison

This step provides a technique to compare the representations  of the systems.  A suitable 

distance measure has to be defined for effective comparison. The affinity matrix is calculated 

with this technique and contains the similarity for any pair of systems.

• Deviation detection

The probability to be observed given the majority of the data set is calculated for all of the 

systems. As the majority of the systems should not have any abnormalities, the probability to 

observe the deviating system should be really low.
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1.2    Specific requirements

The number of nonlinear techniques for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction have 

grown  noticeably  in  recent  years.  These  techniques  outperform  classic  linear  methods  on 

artificial problems such as the "Swiss Roll". Since the intrinsic structure of the system source 

data is not always linear it is quite attractive to use this tools for feature extraction. The goal of 

this work is to investigate some of these nonlinear feature extraction methods to represent the 

systems.
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2

Background

The novelty of this work is a combination of feature extraction and self-organized deviation 

detection.  Only Byttner  et  al  [2008]  and Panholzer  [2008]  have previously presented  works 

along these  lines.  However,  a  lot  of  material  has  been  published  for  feature  extraction  and 

deviation detection separately.

2.1 Feature extraction

Feature extraction is a transformation of a data into a set of features. If the features are carefully 

chosen then they contain relevant information from the source data. Feature extraction is often 

done with dimensionality reduction techniques, i.e. methods that reduce the dimensionality of the 

data representation while retaining as much as possible of the information.

The feature extraction is often done in a supervised fashion, i.e. it is known what the features 

should represent and whether they represent a good or a bad system. A challenge here is to 

extract features in a modular and unsupervised way. That is, without knowing which systems 

that  are  abnormal  or  normal  and without  being able  to  compare  with the  features  for  other 

systems.

The two basic assumptions for feature extraction with dimensionality reduction techniques are:

• Variables in the high dimensional space are correlated.

• Data occupies only a small subspace in the high dimensional space.
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The most widely used techniques for dimensionality reduction are linear and non-linear principal 

component  analysis,  independent  component  analysis  and canonical  correlation analysis.  The 

system representation problem (i.e feature extraction) is often treated as dimensionality reduction 

task.  Van der  Maaten et  al  [2008] describe a set  of  nonlinear  techniques  for  dimensionality 

reduction.  The modern nonlinear methods are compared to each other and to classical  linear 

dimensionality techniques. The authors conclude that nonlinear techniques are not yet capable 

enough  to  outperform classical  linear  methods  for  dimensionality  reduction,  despite  perfect 

performance on artificial problems. However, we have chosen to explore nonlinear techniques 

for deviation detection in spite of Van der Maaten's negative findings. In this work we present 

two methods to extract features. The first one is principal curves and the second one is isometric 

feature mapping (ISOMAP).

Hastie [1984] presents principal curves in his PhD Dissertation.  Principal curves constitute a 

nonlinear  generalization  of  the  principal  component  analysis.  Hastie  [1984]  concludes  that 

principal curves are really useful as data exploration and visualization tool as it describes the 

whole data cloud with one curve.

Van der Maaten et al have not made a survey of methods that are based on the global alignment 

of linear models such as principal curves, Generalized Discriminant Analysis, kernel maps, etc. 

Principal  curves have been explored enough to be used (i.e a huge amount  of algorithms to 

compute principal curves exists). Furthermore, principal curves provide simple one-dimensional 

manifold which is easy to operate. So this feature extraction technique is the first to be checked.

The techniques based on neighborhood graphs have four weaknesses. The first one is a curse of 

dimensionality;  the second is that the local properties of manifold do not always follows the 

global  properties.  The third weakness  is  a  folding.  The neighboring  factor  is  high for  some 

manifold areas because of uneven data sampling density. The fourth shortcoming is a sensitivity 

to  the outliers.  The kernel  based techniques  require  the selection  of  proper  kernel,  which is 

complicated and nontrivial problem. Neural network have a slow convergence.

Even though the techniques for dimensionality reduction based on neighborhood graphs were 

mistreated by Van der Maaten et al [2008] they still show interesting result with search for true 

dimensionality of the data. And as we have to work with really high dimensional data, which is 

likely to have some intrinsic structure, this techniques were also investigated. The most carefully 
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was investigated the isometric feature mapping (ISOMAP), which extend the multidimensional 

scaling with a nonlinear internal manifold search.

Tenenbaum et al [2000] have presented a new procedure for the manifold embedding, ISOMAP. 

It  is  able  to  find  nonlinear  degrees  of  freedom in  the  initial  data  and embed  the  data  in  a 

nonlinear manifold with dimensionality equal the number of degrees of freedom. ISOMAP is 

really useful for intrinsic property search, as it could embed manifold of arbitrary dimensionality 

and calculate a residual error for it.

2.2 Deviation detection

Many deviation detection techniques are reviewed in Hodge and Austin [2004]. The major part 

of the article is dedicated to unsupervised methods and various tools for different kinds of data 

sets and different fields of application are described. The conclusion is that there is no general 

approach for deviation detection, i.e. a method that always works better than others, yet some 

advices are given.

Hodge and Austin [2004] describe three general approaches to the deviation detection:

● Unsupervised technique. This approach does not use any prior knowledge of the data

● Supervised approach. In this case both normality and abnormality are modeled

● Semi-supervised detection. Only normality is modeled

In our work only the first type of deviation detection is used since the task is to define any 

deviation, even previously unknown.

Markou and Singh [2003a] present a set of statistical approaches to detect deviation. The central 

idea is to build a distribution model for observations and then calculate the probability that given 

observation belongs to the model.
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2.2.1 Suitable metrics

A suitable metric must be worked out to allow effective and relevant comparison of systems. A 

suitable metric must be relevant and easy to compute for the representation. We need metrics to 

compare principal curves and embedding subspaces.

A well known distance measure between two curves is Hausdorff distance. It is described for 

example by Edgar [1990].  Another option is the Frechet distance.  It is described by Alt and 

Godau [1995]. The Frechet distance is calculated by searching over all possible path functions 

through the curves. Alt and Godau [1995] claim that Frechet distance is better suited for curve 

comparison than Hausdorff distance. The Frechet distance is easily computed with a recursive 

algorithm.

The system representation, i.e. feature extraction, is the most important part of the application. 

The essential part of the system representation is the extraction of significant information, in a 

form that can be compared between systems, while decreasing the amount of data.
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3

Methods

As  it  was  described  in  section  1.1,  the  problem  is  separated  into  three  subtasks:  system 

representation, system comparison and deviation detection.

3.1 System representation

The modern  data  mining  toolbox contains  various  dimensionality  reduction  techniques.  The 

simplest  techniques  provide  means  to  select  some variables  from the  initial  data.  The  more 

complicated embed the data in manifolds in the initial high dimensional data array.

The representation should be compact and computational easiness in also highly desirable. In 

most  cases  the  only  possible  way  to  transmit  the  data  is  a  wireless  channel  with  a  elow 

bandwidth.  The compact  representation form is preferred since it  reduces the necessary data 

traffic between the system and a back office facility.

However, some information is always lost in the dimension reduction process so the tradeoff 

between size and lost information must be reached.

3.1.1  Principal curves

3.1.1.1  Definition
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Principal  curves  are  nonlinear  generalization  of  principal  component  analysis.  Trevor  Hastie 

[1984] writes that “Principal curves are smooth one dimensional curves that pass through the 

middle of an n-dimensional data set. They minimize the distance from the points, and provide a 

non-linear summary of the data. The curves are non-parametric and their shape is suggested by 

the data”.

The definition of a principal curve is: Let X be a random vector in Rd with samples denoted by x 

and assume that n sample vectors are available. A principal curve f  Rd is a smooth unit-speed 

curve explicitly ordered by , that passes through the middle of the d-dimensional data 

described by the probability distribution of X,

,                                      (3.1)

where

                                         (3.2)

is the projection index function. In short, each point on the principal curve is the average of all 

points projecting onto it.

Figure 3.1. Principal curve with data centers
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Both principal component analysis and principal curves minimize the sum of the squared error, 

but they do it in different ways. Figure 3.2 illustrates the principal curve for a data set.

Figure 3.2. Example of PCA and principal curves with a synthetic data set. The left plot shows data and it’s 

representation with PCA, the length of the lines is proportional to the corresponding eigenvalues. The right 

shows principal curve data approximation.

3.1.1.2 k-segments algorithm

Verbeek  et  al  [2002]  propose  a  k-segments  algorithm,  which  is  an  incremental  method  to 

calculate  the  principal  curves.  It  builds  a  polygonal  line  with  fitted  line  segments  and  is  a 

relatively simple and not computationally costly algorithm to find principal curves. Segments are 

added one by one to avoid local optima and the optimal  number of segments  is determined 

automatically.  Verbeek  et  al  [2002]  claim  that  the  k-segments  algorithm outperforms  other 

principal curves calculation techniques. This section describes the algorithm, which looks for the 

segments and builds the curve.

First we need the definition of the distance from a point x to a line s

.                                                    (3.3)
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Figure 3.3. Voronoi regions

The Voronoi Region is a polygon whose interior consists of all points in the plane which are 

closer to a particular point than to any other. Voronoi regions are shown in the figure 3.3. Strict 

definition is as follows: Let Xn be a set of n samples from Rd than for V1,…,Vk:

.                                      (3.4)

To find the lines we may start with random location and orientation of the lines and then repeat 

until convergence

• Determine the Voronoi regions 

• Replace the lines with the first principal component of the data in the Voronoi Region. 

The length of the line segment is adjusted to include all orthogonal projections of all 

points in the Voronoi region.

In the next step we have to combine the separate segments into a polygonal line. The solution is 

a Hamilton graph construction with minimized total  cost of the path. A Hamilton graph is a 

graph with an open path that goes through every vertex in the graph. The following algorithm is 

used to build a Hamilton graph.

• Start with k sub-Hamilton graphs

• While there are at least two sub-Hamilton graphs:

Join these two graphs by the edge that minimizes the cost over all possible edge 

connections.
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The total cost of a Hamilton graph consists of two sub-Hamilton graph linked together plus an 

angle penalty. The connection and penalty assignment is shown in the following figure.

Figure 3.4. Connecting two sub-paths. The angle penalty is the sum of the angles between the connection 

segment and the adjacent edges, i.e. α + β.

3.1.2 Isometric Feature Mapping

The isometric  mapping (ISOMAP) technique finds the underlying geometry for the data and 

solves the dimensionality reduction problem by embedding the data in a lower dimensional (and 

possibly nonlinear) space. The technique works well with artificial problems such as the "Swiss 

roll" or visual perception problems.

The ISOMAP technique tries to preserve the intrinsic data geometry by using geodesic distance 

between all the pairs of data points.

3.1.2.1 Algorithm

The algorithm for ISOMAP has three stages. It uses distances between the data points, so they 

have to be computed first. The Euclidean distance is commonly used for this purpose but some 

domain-specific metric can also be used. The three stages are done only once.

• Construct neighborhood graph

In this stage all points are connected to their neighbors. The first option is to connect each 

point to its k nearest neighbors; another option is to connect each point to all points in 
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some sphere with radius ε. This operation results in a weighted graph with weights equal 

to the distances between points.

• Compute shortest paths

This  means  determining  the  geodesic  distance  between  all  points  by  shortest  paths 

computation.

• Construct d-dimensional embedding

In the final step the classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) is applied to the matrix of 

geodesic  distances.  With  this  technique  the  data  are  embedded  in  d-dimensional 

Euclidean space that keeps the intrinsic data properties.

Figure 3.5 shows the original data distribution in 3d space and its two dimensional embedding. 

The example is the well-known "Swiss roll" distribution.

Figure 3.5 ISOMAP example.

The residual variance for different embedding dimensionalities is plotted in figure 3.6
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Figure 3.6. Residual variance for manifold embedding

As one can  see,  the  plot  for  residual  variance  form an  ‘elbow’ in  the  point  with  ISOMAP 

dimensionality equal to 2, which shows that the true underlying manifold is 2-dimensional.

Multidimensional  scaling  (MDS) was  mentioned  in  the  algorithm.  MDS is  a  dimensionality 

reduction technique that embed sub-manifold in the data, preserving the data properties in the 

best way. The sub-manifold is fitted to decrease a stress function

,                                                  (3.5)

where dij is an input distance and  de ij is the distance in the embedded manifold.

3.1.2.2 Feature Extraction

The ISOMAP algorithm provides the user with a low dimensional embedding of a data set but 

this embedding does not preserve any specific information about a geometric form of itself in the 

initial  space.  Therefore  the  algorithm  was  improved  in  the  following  way:  a  set  of  lines 

corresponding to the set of d orthogonal lines (basis vectors) in the d-embedded space was built. 

Figure 3.7 illustrates the procedure.
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Figure 3.7. ISOMAP feature extraction.

The set of d curves in the initial space describe the geometry of the low-dimensional embedding 

so it is convenient to use them as features. The comparison of such features are described in 

section 3.2.1

3.2 System comparison

In the previous chapter were the feature extraction techniques discussed. These features have to 

be compared for further deviation detection. We are using either a polygonal curve or a set of 

such  curves,  so the  distance  measure  between the  curves  has  to  be defined.  We considered 

various ways to compare curves: turning functions, Hausdorff distance and Frechet distance. The 

two latter techniques in this list were implemented during this work. 

The distance between two systems is transformed into a normalized similarity (affinity) measure. 

The similarity between two systems si and sj in the system set s1, s2, … ,sN is equal to:

                                           (3.6)
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In this work it is either Hausdorff or Frechet distance or sum of the distances for curve set is used 

to compute distance.

                                               (3.7)

According to equation (3.6) the similarity measures are all limited between 0 and 1.

3.2.1 Hausdorff distance

The most easy and well known method to compare curves is the Hausdorff distance. The formal 

definition of it is:

                          (3.8)

Informally the Hausdorff distance is the distance you have to travel from one curve to another 

after  your  “adversary”  has  chosen  a  starting  point  for  you.  The  lowest  possible  Hausdorff 

distance is 0 for coincident curves; there is no upper bound for the Hausdorff distance.

In case when we have a set of curves as system feature (e.g. the output of ISOMAP algorithm, 

described in section 3.1.2.2) we have to calculate the distance between this sets for two arbitrary 

systems. The solution is to calculate the distance between first curve of the first set and the first 

curve of the second set; than the distance from the second curve from the first set to the second 

curve from the second set. And so on to the last curve. The results of all the comparisons are 

added together according to the formula (3.9) as a measure of the total distance.

                                                  (3.9)

3.2.2 Frechet distance
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The  second  implemented  distance  measure  is  the  Frechet  distance.  Informally  the  Frechet 

distance could be described with a man and a dog example. The man moves along the first curve 

and the dog on a leash along the second. Both of them are allowed to vary their speed but not to 

move backwards. The Frechet distance is the shortest possible length of the leash to pass through 

both curves. This distance takes into account location and ordering of the points on the curve. 

Therefore it is often better than the Hausdorff distance.

The Frechet distance definition is: suppose that the man travels along the polygonal curve P of 

length  N and the dog along curve  Q of  length  M.  The man and the dog position  could  be 

expressed as  P(α(t)) and  Q(β(t)).  Then two continuous and increasing functions  α(t) and  β(t) 

have to minimize the Frechet distance.

The Frechet  distance is  mathematically  defined with equation (3.10).  The path functions  are 

normalized to fit requirements α(0) = 0, α(1) = N, β(0) = 0, β(1) = M. 

                                      (3.10)

The Frechet distance is easy to compute with dynamic  programming techniques;  it  does not 

require  any  complicated  data  structure  as  the  recursive  algorithm  is  used.  Calculation  is 

simplified to computation of a matrix N×M, where N and M are the number discrete points used 

to represent the curves.

When the feature is not only one curve but a set of them the calculation of total  distance is 

exactly the same as in section 3.2.1

3.2.3 The Affinity Matrix

The deviation detection is done by looking at  the affinities (similarity measures) between all 

systems.  The idea is  to find those systems  that  are dissimilar  from the majority of systems. 

similarities are combined into an affinity matrix A.
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,                                               (3.11)

where

.                                                     (3.12)

The affinity  matrix  is  symmetrical  and  has  ones  in  the main  diagonal.  In  this  work special 

similarity  measure  (described  in  section  3.2)  was  used,  but  it  could  be  based  on  any other 

property, as long as the above mentioned properties are preserved.

3.3 Deviation detection

Two techniques are used to calculate the probability P(s|D) to observe system s given the set D: 

the probability for observing the mean affinity (when scored against the other systems) and the 

probability for observing the individual pairwise affinities with the other systems.

Calculation of P(s|D) with mean affinities:

• Compute the affinity matrix A for {D,s}, i.e. for all samples from D and the test sample s.

• Calculate the mean affinity <a> for all systems in D, <a> is the mean of every column 

with previously subtracted main diagonal.

• Build model 

• Calculate the probability P(s|D) as the cumulative distribution function of  

Calculation of P(s|D) with separate affinities:

• Compute the affinity matrix A for {D,s}.

• Repeat for each system d of the N systems:

18



o Take the affinities of all other systems, i.e. either column or row with d from the 

affinity matrix, ad is the new matrix

o Build model 

o Calculate  the  probability  to  observe  system  d  as  the  cumulative  distribution 

function of 

• Calculate P(s|D) as the geometric mean 

Figure  3.8  illustrates  the  probability  calculation  algorithm.  In  case  (a)  the  probability  is 

calculated given mean values and in case (b) probability for every line is calculated first and than 

the geometric mean of all probabilities is taken.

                        (a) Mean affinities                                    (a) Separate affinities

Figure 3.8. Mean and separate affinity calculation

These techniques are sensitive to outliers and both of them fail when two or more outliers lie 

close to each other, as illustrated in Figure 3.9. To overcome this shortcoming bootstrapping is 

used.

Figure 3.9. Mean and separate affinities example. Two closely situated outliers are enclosed in the dash 

rectangular.
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3.3.1 Bootstrapping

In this work we want to detect deviating systems (outliers). Therefore some reliable technique to 

make decisions must be used.

The bootstrapping approach computes the probability of observing system s given data set D; it 

uses either the mean affinities or the separate affinities technique. The difference is that initial 

system set is sampled with the a bootstrap algorithm:

• The set of systems D of the size N and system to test s is taken

• The following steps are repeated M times

o Take a random bootstrap sample BS of size M from D. The bootstrap sample is a 

set of randomly picked elements, an elements for the sample could be selected 

more than once.

o Calculate the probability model for the BS.

o Calculate Pm(s|BS)

• Find P(s|D) as the median of the set { P1(s|BS),…, PN(s|BS)}

Figure 3.10 illustrates two probability models for the set of 10 affinities. As one may see the two 

outliers are within the confidence interval for the simple probability model, but not for the model 

with bootstrapping.

Figure 3.10. Bootstrapping approach for outlier detection
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4

Data sets

The deviation detection methods described earlier were tested with data from a vehicle cooling 

system. Two simulated data sets and one real on-road data set.

4.1 Simulated data

All simulations have 51 various signals such as fan speed, cooling water and oil temperature, 

engine rotation speed and other parameters

Two data sets are available with failure systems at different severity levels: the first data set 

contains systems with leakage, the second data set contains soiled systems. The systems vary in 

their weight classes (15 tons, 18 tons and 23 tones) and three ambient temperatures (10°C, 20°C 

and 30°C).

4.1.1 Healthy systems

The leakage data set contains nine reference healthy systems and the soiled data set contains 

three healthy systems, altogether 12 healthy systems. Reference systems from a leakage data set 

are marked as ‘X15t10amb’, where 15 is the weight, and 10 is the ambient temperature. All soil 

reference systems have an ambient  temperature  20°C and are  marked in the following way: 

‘s0_15t’, where 15 is the weight.
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4.1.2 Leakage systems

A model that simulates leakage was used to generate data. Three leakage levels are used: 20%, 

40% and 60% of air in the cooling system. Systems of all weights, ambient temperature classes 

and all leakage levels are presented. There is a total of 27 systems in the data set. The following 

label is used ‘cp04_18t_amb10’, where 04 denotes 40% severity level, 18 is the system's weight 

and 10 is the ambient temperature.

4.1.3 Soil systems

A soiled radiator model was used to simulate this dataset. A given area of radiator is covered by 

dirt. This dirt decreases the the radiator's ability to emit heat. We have three severity levels: 15%, 

30% and 50% of radiator surface covered by soil for each weight class for ambient temperature 

20°C. Soiled systems are labeled ‘s15_23t’, where 15 is a soil level and 23 is a weight class.

4.2 On-road data

The on-road data was collected on a bus with different levels of soiled radiator. The data was 

collected during a city ride with different driving conditions. The soiled case was created by 

covering different areas of the radiator. The data for each soil level corresponds to roughly 35 

minute rides. Totally there are 15 systems, 10 with different soil level and 5 reference healthy 

systems. Each 35 minute ride is split into five data sets to get more than one example of each 

case.

4.2.1 Healthy systems

All the healthy systems are marked with kb_normal_N label, where N is a reference number
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5

Results and Discussions

In this section the results of the deviation detection for the vehicle cooling system data sets are 

presented. Observations with P(s|D) less than 5% are reported as deviations (i.e. systems with p-

values below 0.05). The terms ‘normal’ and ‘faulty’ will be used to describe test results.

5.1 Artificial problem

In  this  section  we  introduce  a  simple  problem  that  is  not  solvable  with  linear  techniques 

(principal component analysis) but is easily resolved with nonlinear techniques (e.g. principal 

curves). 

The task is to determine if the arc is closed or not. The point with this example is to show that it 

is not difficult to envision cases where linear techniques fail but where the nonlinear technique is 

successful. Open arc is a healthy case, closed arc data is faulty. In figure 5.1 healthy systems are 

shown on the left side and faulty on the right. Noise was added to the data. The data is shown by 

blue dots and the principal curve by a blue line.

The arc is a segment of epicycloid with the following parametric equation.

,                                          (5.1)
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where r = 1, R = 5, φ changes from -4 to 0.6 with the step 0.01. d = 1 in case of 'healthy' data 

generation, d = 4.5 when faulty data is generated. After generation the data is shifted, rotated 

randomly and normalized. In the final stage the noise is added.

Figure 5.1. Examples for the artificial problem. Six healthy systems are shown on the left and six unhealthy 

systems are shown on the right. Healthy systems have an open arc, unhealthy systems have a closed arc.

The principal component analysis fails to distinct healthy and faulty systems as the eigenvectors 

and eigenvalues are the same for both types of systems. However principal curves reveal the 

form of the data  and all  the deviations  are  detected with the Frechet  distance measure.  The 

detection  was  performed  in  the  following  way:  the  abnormal  systems  was  compared  to  the 

reference set one by one.

5.2 Results for simulated data

5.2.1 Deviation Detection based on Principal curves

Besides  the  input  data,  the  principal  curve  algorithm allows  us  to  give  three  computational 

parameters: the number of segments, the smoothing factor and the angle penalty.  In the next 
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chapter the arguments for the best segment number are given. The smoothing factor and angle 

penalty do not affect the result of deviation at all, so default values were used for them.

5.2.1.1 Test in 51-dimensional space

As the principal  curves are easily computed for the high dimensional  space it  is possible to 

process the whole initial data i.e. do not perform any initial dimensionality reduction

First a suitable number of segments in the principal curve must be chosen. For this purpose we 

use leakage data set and perform test for all the systems for number of segments from 1 to 10. 

The segments do not intersect initially. They are joined to a Hamilton graph in the final stage of 

the algorithm. The number of polygons in the principal curve is therefore equal to N*2-1, where 

N is the number of segments. Figure 5.2 shows the number of detected systems for the leakage 

data set with respect to the number of segments. Two different deviation detection techniques 

and two distance measures are used.
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Figure 5.2. Deviation detection with different number of the segments in the principal curve.

The most reliable results are obtained with two segments with bootstrapping based on mean 

affinities. The trouble is that not all the leakage system are detected. The Tables 5.1 and 5.2 

illustrate the deviation detection results for Frechet and Hausdorff distances with two segments 

and bootstrapping with mean affinities as a deviation detection technique:
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Leakage data set Leakage data set

Frechet distance Hausdorff 
diatance Frechet distance Hausdorff 

diatance

s0_23t 
cp02_15t_amb10

X15t10amb 
cp02_15t_amb10

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

s0_23t

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

cp02_15t_amb20 cp02_15t_amb20 X15t10amb 
cp04_23t_amb10

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

cp04_23t_amb10

X15t10amb X15t10amb cp04_23t_amb20 X15t10amb 
cp04_23t_amb20

X15t10amb 
cp02_18t_amb10

X15t10amb X15t10amb 
cp04_23t_amb30

X15t30amb 
cp04_23t_amb30

X15t10amb
X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 
X23t20amb

X15t10amb 
cp06_15t_amb10 cp06_15t_amb10

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb s0_23t 
cp06_15t_amb20

cp06_15t_amb20

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

cp02_23t_amb10

X15t30amb 
cp02_23t_amb10

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

cp06_15t_amb30

X15t10amb 
cp06_15t_amb30

X15t30amb 
cp02_23t_amb20

X15t10amb 
cp02_23t_amb20

X15t10amb X15t10amb 
cp06_18t_amb10

X15t10amb 
cp02_23t_amb30

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

cp02_23t_amb30

X15t10amb 
cp06_18t_amb20

cp06_18t_amb20

cp04_15t_amb10 X15t10amb 
cp04_15t_amb10

cp06_18t_amb30 cp06_18t_amb30

X15t30amb 
cp04_15t_amb20

cp04_15t_amb20 X15t10amb 
cp06_23t_amb10

X15t10amb 
cp06_23t_amb10

X15t10amb
X15t10amb 

s0_23t 
cp04_15t_amb30

cp06_23t_amb20 cp06_23t_amb20 

X15t30amb 
cp04_18t_amb10

X15t10amb X15t10amb 
cp06_23t_amb30

cp06_23t_amb30

X23t20amb
X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 
X23t20amb

  

Table 5.1. Results of deviation detection with leakage data set

Soil data set Soil data set

Frechet 
distance

Hausdorff 
diatance

Frechet 
distance

Hausdorff 
distance

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 
X23t20amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

s0_23t

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
s0_23t

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

s0_23
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X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

s0_23

X15t10amb
X15t10amb 
X15t30amb 

s0_23t

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
X15t30amb

X15t10amb 
s0_23t   

Table 5.2. Results of deviation detection with soil data set

The  non-faulty  systems  X15t10amb  and  X15t30amb  are  often  erroneously  reported  as 

deviations. So for the next test they were removed. In the test all the leakage system are detected 

successfully,  as for soil  data:  systems s50_23t,  s50_15t,  s30_23t and s15_23t were correctly 

detected as deviating.

5.2.1.2 Test in a reduced space

It requires a lot of resources to operate in high dimensional space so the number of dimensions 

were reduced to nine with principal component analysis. In this section we describe detection 

results  for  principal  curves  in  such  a  reduced  manifold.  In  the  table  5.3  the  results  for  the 

dimensionality reduced data set are presented.

Leakage data set, number of detected faulty systems
Frechet distance Hausdorff diatance

Mean affinities Separate affinityes Mean affinities Separate affinityes

16 8 14 5

Table 5.3. Deviation detection of leakage systems

We have  nine  variables  and the  next  table  (Table  5.4)  shows the  performance  of  deviation 

detection  with respect  to different  variables  i.e.  the number  of detected  faulty system in the 

leakage  data  set  versus  variable  number.  Two  cases  are  considered:  Frechet  distance  and 

Hausdorff distance; both of them for deviation detection based on mean affinities. First is only 

first  variable  was  used  to  compute  distances  between  system representations,  then  only  the 

second variable and so on and so forth. Table 5.4 shows the result for this experiment.
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Chosen variable, Frchet distance
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8 10 11 3 20 2 27 0 8

Chosen variable, Hausdorff distance
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7 11 9 3 20 4 27 2 7

Table 5.4 Deviation detection with only one variable.

The best performance is achieved with the seventh variable, all the leakage systems and a set of 

soiled systems (s50_23t, s50_15t, s30_23t) are then detected, using both Hausdorff and Frechet.

Unfortunately there is no way to choose the variable in an unsupervised manner.

5.2.2 ISOMAP Deviation detection

Deviation detection with isometric feature mapping did not produce any successful results. The 

ISOMAP algorithm has the size of the embedded manifold and the neighboring function as input 

options.  No  sufficient  performance  increase  was  noticed  when  changing  these  options.  The 

ISOMAP based deviation detection technique is able to detect up to 7 systems from leakage data 

set with help of mean affinity bootstrapping and up to 4 with separate affinities. For soil data the 

ISOMAP algorithm is able to detect only one system: s15_23t with mean affinities. During the 

experiment leakage and soil systems were compared to the reference set in a one by one mode. 

The batch curve comparison (described in section 3.2.1) was used.

5.3 Results for the On-road data

5.3.1 Deviation Detection based on Principal curves

The whole on-road data set contains only nine variables so there was no need for any initial PCA 

dimensionality reduction. The experiments were made with all the variables. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 
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show the number  of  detected  soiled systems  with respect  to the number  of  segments  in the 

principal curve. 

Number of segments 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Number of detected 

systems, 25% soil
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Number of detected 

systems, 50% soil
5 1 5 4 5 5 4 4

Table 5.5 On-road data. PC based deviation detection using the Hausdorff distance.

Number of segments 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Number of detected 

systems, 25% soil
1 1 1 3 2 0 1 0

Number of detected 

systems, 50% soil
1 1 5 4 5 1 5 4

Table 5.6 On-road data. PC based deviation detection using the Frechet distance.

As one may see the optimal number of segments in the principal curve for on-road data is five 

for both distance measures. With this segment number it is possible to correctly detect all the 

50% soil system and even some 25% soil system, which are usually hard to detect.

5.3.2 ISOMAP Deviation detection

The deviation detection was performed with sets of feature curves extracted with the help of 

ISOMAP algorithm. The soil systems were compared to reference set one by one. No successful 

results were obtained with the ISOMAP algorithm for on-road data.
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6

Summary and Conclusions

The  suggested  approach  allows  an  efficient  description  of  large  amounts  of  data.  The 

compressed  representation  allows  transmitting  data  (the  representation  of  the  data)  through 

wireless channels with low bandwidth.

6.1 Principal curves

Principal curves are able to solve synthetic problem with arc-like distributions also principal 

curves technique works well with on-road data. However, results for simulated data are not as 

good as results with linear techniques. Principal curves are unable to detect all deviating systems 

in a self-organized way (e.g without any help to the algorithm, like reduction of most deviating 

normal  systems  or  picking  up  special  variables).  The  hypothesis  is  that  the  performance  of 

principal curves is very dependent on the data structure. Or, in other words, the data sets with an 

initial data in a cloud form will be hard to detect with principal curves. And with the increase of 

structure complication the performance would also rise. It is also supported by the fact that the 

optimal number of segments in the curves is higher in those cases when the algorithm succeeds 

to find all deviating systems.

6.2 ISOMAP algorithm

The ISOMAP algorithm does not show successful results neither for simulated data nor for on-

road data. This is in the agreement with the statement made by Van der Maaten et al [2008] that 

the  techniques  based  on  neighborhood  graphs  are  yet  not  capable  to  outperform  linear 

techniques.
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6.3 Linear and nonlinear techniques comparison

The linear techniques are able to detect all the leakage system and the same number of (i.e three 

or four) soil systems from simulated data set, although they are able to do it without any changes 

in reference data set or any pick-up of the variables. Nonlinear methods are suitable for deviation 

detection, but require more uniform data set i.e. they are very sensitive for even slight deviations 

in the reference data set. In the same time nonlinear techniques work well with on-road data.

The nonlinear methods outperform linear with some data set, but not able to cope with another. 

At the same time liner techniques are stable on all data sets. Nonlinear techniques also require 

careful  tune  for  successful  results.  However,  the  synthetic  problem illustrates  that  there  are 

problem classes where linear approaches fail and nonlinear are necessary. The issue is if these 

problem cases actually occur in real data.
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